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• Simply providing information, education and 
communicating evidence of vaccine safety and efficacy is 
not enough to address vaccine hesitancy 
 

• Knowledge is important but not sufficient to change 
people’s perception of vaccine risks  
 

• Communicating both benefits and harms for informed 
decisions and establishing trust are critical factors in risk 
communication 
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Addressing vaccine 
hesitancy Context  



Objective: 

• Collect and analyze existing Canadian childhood vaccination 
communication materials using risk communication criteria* 

Methods: 

• Scan of existing communication materials available from federal, provincial 
and local public health agencies, and medical associations in Canada 

• Content analysis using N’Vivo 

– We assessed the degree to which these materials respected best 
practices in risk communication 
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The project 

*Council of Canadian Academies. Is the message getting through?: An expert panel report on health product risk 
communication Ottawa: Council of Canadian Academies, 2015 
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Results 

13 websites (98 webpages), 20 videos, and 12 factsheets 
were analyzed 

Type of information  
• Basic Information : practical information / 

general definition  
• Decisions making 
• Addressing parental concern  

Decision Making 
Includes factors that influence the 
decision-making process such as 
parental responsibility,  herd 
immunity, importance to respect 
vaccine schedule, role of healthcare 
provider.  
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Results Mainly text –minority of materials used 
graphics or videos 

Portail santé mieux-être 



Infographics  
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https://immunizebc.ca/infographic-vaccine-safety/story_html5.html


Videos 

CHEO 

Government of Ontario  

Objectives of videos:  
 Animation : explicative   
 Expert : Informative/Explicative 
 Testimony : Emotionnal 
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ApmAjCPT9KM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?list=UUtaLB4sC87gErvaJvM6wzFQ&v=pMSSu7QLAlw
https://www.canada.ca/en/public-health/services/video/vaccine-safety.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?list=PLxmz9ERQlsZtlCGwvopNsSUa4bvBx2TdK&v=5PgMNsPEPtQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?list=PLxmz9ERQlsZtlCGwvopNsSUa4bvBx2TdK&time_continue=3&v=uhvnPXM1vao
https://www.youtube.com/watch?list=PLxmz9ERQlsZtlCGwvopNsSUa4bvBx2TdK&time_continue=44&v=kc_L7zxaxjA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=2&v=Y4N4_1PNtfk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?list=UUtaLB4sC87gErvaJvM6wzFQ&v=UqKP-ETVvrc


Other pictures 

• General picture to improve visual content of the tool, not 
related to vaccination   

• Pictures to support explanation of techniques 
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Pictures for pain 
management 
explanation   



Portail santé Mieux-Être, Québec  

v 
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Results Mainly qualitative information about risk 
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Results To quantify risk, probabilities weren’t used 
most of the time 
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Results All communication materials were addressing 
parental concerns 



 

STRENGTHS 
• Information easy to understand 
• Vaccine benefice is always 

enforced 
• Parental concerns are addressed 

by sections “common myths” or 
“Frequently ask questions” (FAQ).  

• Parents are involved in the decision 
• Side effects are not avoided 
• Pictures were not fear mongering 

(i.e., not showing dangers of VPDs) 
– Most of the time, pictures 

represent people or baby 
smiling  

 
 
 

 

WEAKNESSES 

• Lack of visual supports  

• No sources / references  

• Numeric information 
(denominators not provided or 
not constant) 

• Suboptimal approach to 
address parents’ concerns  
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Results 2 of the 13 websites were aligned with most 
risk communication best practices 



• Existing communication materials could be improved to 
better align with best practices in risk communication 

• Given the availability of confusing and conflicting vaccine 
narratives, it is crucial that authoritative communication 
materials aim to build trust and support informed choices 
about vaccination 

• Phase II: 

– Longitudinal interviews with parents-to-be (1st interview) 
and parents of young babies (2nd interview) to explore 
sources of information and influences on vaccination 

– Qualitative assessment of perception around ‘’best 
communication tools’’ identified in phase I 
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Conclusion and 
remarks 

We need to do better. It is possible.  
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